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Facts are more
important than
catch phrases

Are we ready for an influenza pandemic I tried to fix it
The TV was on the blink
and I knew how to fix it,
but the adults freaked out
and wouldn’t let me.

By Peter Funt

Special to The Bulletin

By John Toth

Good journalism, even when practiced for profit, is a public service.
Lately, however, top news organizations, frustrated by criticism from on
high, have taken to describing their
mission as more of a crusade.
The Washington Post, in the
public eye more than usual this
month with the opening of “The

Editor and Publisher

Major news outlets are
embarking on slogan
crusades and even fundraisers to counteract
political attacks

Post” - a film about the paper’s 1971
decision to publish the so-called
Pentagon Papers, which revealed
a secret government analysis of the
failing Vietnam War - adopted a new
slogan last year. It reads: “Democracy Dies in Darkness.”
The Post went for 140 years without a slogan, but its owners and top
editors decided that these extraordinary times, with media under attack,
required a pointed, even ominous,
declaration of its crusade to shed
light.
The Chicago Tribune now tags
its messages: “Your support speaks
volumes. It allows us to tell the world
the truth.”
In a letter to subscribers, the
paper’s editor, Bruce Dold, empha-

By Ann McFeatters
Tribune News Service

It starts with body aches, chills,
exhaustion, headache and fever.
Then come congestion, sore
throat and cough. It is miserable.
It is the flu.
In Ohio, where I picked up the
bug that laid me low, despite a
flu vaccine shot, the hospitals are

full. But it is spreading across the
country like a shadow. No state is
immune.
I had just read several excellent
books about the great flu pandemic
of 1918, which started a century ago
this month. It is a chilling medical
mystery, with incredible death and
suffering. More than 500 million
people were infected. Many recov-

ered only to die young of complications, including my grandfather
whom I never knew.
Some American soldiers sent
abroad to fight the Great War carried the virus with them. It spread
throughout Europe, and healthy
soldiers picked it up and came
back ravished with illness, and the

(Continued on Page 5)

Today’s TVs are light, slick and
thin with a picture that looks almost
as good as real life. They are as big
as you want and as expensive and
inexpensive as
you want. That’s
not the way it
used to be when
I began to discover electronics
as an 11-year-old
in the 1960s.
RAMBLINGS Many of you
remember when
televisions had vacuum tubes that
had to heat up, along with the bulky
picture tubes. Sets back in those
days also contained capacitors
with enough built-up charge to kill
a person. There were warnings
all over on what not to touch and
not to open the back cover unless
you were an “authorized television
technician.”
When we visited one of my
mother’s friends from work in 1967,
I wanted to watch TV in her living
room while the adults engaged in
boring conversation in the kitchen.
But something was wrong with
her set. The picture kept rolling
upwards.

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 11)

Moody Gardens
cares for ‘coldstunned’ green
sea turtles

SEE STORY ON PAGE 9

NEW LOCATION
Jan. 27

A vertical roll on an old tube TV.
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Dozen people arrested for feeding homeless in California park
The San Diego Union-Tribune

SAN DIEGO — Police officers in
California arrested about a dozen
people for feeding the homeless at
a city park Sunday afternoon.
The event was organized by a

group called Break the Ban, which
formed after the El Cajon City
Council unanimously passed an
emergency ordinance prohibiting
the distribution of food on any cityowned property.

ME BE QUIET!? NO, YOU BE QUIET!! Birds in Australia’s
Adelaide Botanic Gardens have been getting roaring drunk from drinking fermented nectar from the flowers of a Weeping Boer-bean tree in
what officials called a dawn-to-dusk avian house party. The birds – called
rainbow lorikeets – are renowned for their screeching, but have become
distinctly louder since boozing it up.
EXCUSE ME, SIR, WHAT ARE YOU DOING? A man was
arrested for breaking into an unmarked Sheriff’s Office car in New Port
Ritchie, Fla., because he didn’t notice that deputies from the Strategic
Targeted Area Response team were inside the vehicle.
SO THAT’S WHAT HE MEANT BY HO HO HO: A man who has
played Santa Claus in Canton, Pa., for more than three decades has
been arrested for soliciting a lady of the night on Craig’s List.
HEY, LASSIE, WANT A RIDE? A farmer has been fined for driving
his tractor into the center of Derry, Ireland, to pick up women.
I WANTED HIM TO LOOK NICE AT THE PROM: A public
employee in Hot Springs, Ark., was arrested for fraudulently spending
$366,000 with a county credit card to buy personal items, including diamonds for herself and a tuxedo for her dog,
OF COURSE IT’S MINE, WHY DO YOU ASK? A man was
arrested for stealing a $300,000 Ferrari in Santa Ana, Calif., because he
was asking people for money for gas.
SORRY, MY BAD: A contractor who wanted to intimidate a lawyer set
a pickup truck ablaze in the driveway of what he thought was the guy’s
home in Santa Rosa, Calif. It was the wrong house. The victim had the
same name as the intended target. The contractor is undergoing a mental
health evaluation.
WOW! I FEEL LIKE THE EARTH MOVED! A man and woman
who had shed their apparel were getting to know each other very well
while the man – who was also drunk – was driving on State Route 7 near
La Grande, Wash. It all ended when he missed a curve and struck a tree.
HE WAS GOING TO CALL IT ‘KA-BOOM!’A Turkish Airline flight
from Nairobi to Istanbul was diverted after someone on the plane created
a personal wi-fi network and called it “bomb on board.”
WORKIN’ HARD OR HARDLY WORKIN’? An electrician in Perth,
Australia was able to block his whereabouts during work hours by putting
his company-issued GPS device inside a foil-lined snack bag. He then
played golf at least 140 times over the past two years. He was fired when
somebody turned him in.
OH SORRY, I DIDN’T SEE YOU UP THERE: A man stole a
bucket truck while the driver was up in the bucket installing Christmas
lights above the streets of Cincinnati. The guy drove around at a high rate
of speed for a while until the cops used stop sticks to flatten the tires.
WAS THAT WRONG? SHOULD I NOT HAVE DONE THAT?
A traffic officer stopped a driver in Vancouver, British Columbia, when he
noticed that the man was wearing headphones and had his own entertainment system -- a tablet and mobile phone -- attached to the steering
wheel with a piece of string. The officer engaged him “in a lengthy conversation about road safety.”

City officials said the ordinance
was a way to protect the public from
hepatitis A, but critics have called it
a punitive measure to dehumanize
and criminalize the homeless.
Mark Lane, one of the event’s
organizers, said about 12 to 15
people were passing out food and
toiletries to the homeless at Wells
Park when police arrived.
About 40 more people, including
several lawyers, also were there,
but not actively passing out food.
Some of those who weren’t behind
the food-laden tables carried signs
that had slogans such as “Feeding
the hungry is not a crime.”
Camper space with cement slab
on 3 acres in Chruchill. call (979)
824-0225
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Are you kidding me? Thousands of people were convinced that they
were going to die. It’s a good thing that we didn’t retailiate with our
own nukes. This is a dangerous game. A mistake can kill millions.
BLACKSMITH EQUIPMENT WANTED
Anvils, forges. tongs, hammers, or what have you. If your grandfather’s
old blacksmith tools are rusting away in your barn or garage and your want
to sell them for top dollar, call or text 713-703-2525.

Strange but True

By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
Q. Hoarding disorder – a
reality TV staple – is estimated
to afflict from 2-6 percent of US
adults, with newspapers, magazines, plastic bags, photographs,
household appliances, food and
clothing being the most common
items stashed. Though many of
us have some such tendencies,
clinically diagnosable hoarders
are extreme. Thanks to recent
research, including fMRI brain
scans, psychologists have
uncovered characteristic personality traits. What traits?
A. Hoarders tend to have perfectionist qualities. “They might intend
to read all their magazines from
cover to cover before getting rid of
them, for example, or they might
be hampered by their desire to
dispose of objects in the best way
possible,” says reporter Elizabeth
Landau in “New Scientist” maga-

zine. They might “see beauty where
others see mundaneness,” or might
“think of 10 different things to do
with an old soda can,” justifying
keeping it. Or they may simply see
their things as mementos, “even
imbuing them with person-like
qualities.”
Psychologist David Tolin
observes, “[Hoarders] seem like
very intelligent, very creative
people. But a strength can eventually become a weakness.”
Q. Bats use sonar (echolocation) to navigate in the dark,
avoiding obstacles and catching
prey. Yet they are prone to crash
into windows. Why?
A. Human alterations to the
environment sometimes create
“sensory traps” for animals, such
as when a light bulb lures insects
at night. Windows, it turns out, are
a sensory trap for bats. “We found
that bats can mistake smooth, vertical surfaces as clear flight paths,

DID YOU KNOW?
• Atheism is punishable by death in at least 13 countries.
• Goldfish will not stop eating if there is food available, regardless of how
full they are.
• Seahorses move along at about 0.01 mph, making them what scientists
believe to be the slowest fish in the ocean.
• Oysters change their gender at least once in their lifetime.
• Saturn’s moon, Titan, has an atmosphere so thick and gravity so low that
you can fly through it by flapping any sort of wings attached to your arms.
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repeatedly colliding with them,
likely as a result of their acoustic
mirror properties,” report Stefan
Greif et al. in “Science” magazine.
Think of navigating a dark field
with a flashlight. If you encounter a
mirror-like wall, the flashlight beam
will reflect off it, and unless the
beam happens to be aimed so that
it reflects right back to your eyes,
you won’t see anything. Similarly,
a bat approaching an acoustically
flat surface at an angle receives no
return echo, so it thinks it is flying
into empty space-–crash!
The prevalence of such incidents
is not known. Yet, Greif says, “only
if we identify and evaluate the real
extent of collisions with acoustic
mirrors can we avoid or mitigate
potential detrimental effects on bat
populations.”
Q. Fish lovers, can you name
the exceptional fish that set a
record in 2013 at the Tsukiji’s
New Year’s auctions, selling for
US $1.76 million for a 222-kg
fish, nearly $8,000/kg!
A. A bluefin tuna (in Japanese,
“maguro” or “hon maguro,” true
tuna), the rarest kind, says Vaclav
Smil in “IEEE Spectrum” magazine.
The familiar canned white tuna
meat comes from the small and
more abundant albacore, red meat
from the skipjack, another small
tuna. The majestic bluefin tuna,
on the other hand, can grow to 3
meters (10 feet) and weigh more
than 600 kg (1300 lbs.). It’s an
outstanding swimmer, with nearperfect hydrodynamics and efficient
propulsion; “the largest ones top 70
kilometers per hour, or around 40
knots — fast for a powerboat and
faster than any known submarine.”
The bluefin is Japan’s first choice
for sushi and sashimi, and “Japan
consumes about 80% of the worldwide bluefin catch, far more than its
own allotted quota.” To fill the gap,
Japan now imports either fresh
bluefin as air cargo, or else gilled,
gutted and frozen solid.
Unfortunately, as the sushi craze
has gained global status, demand
for bluefin far exceeds supply, and
the fish has become endangered
stock. As the magazine title aptly
puts it, “Bluefin tuna: Fast, but
maybe not fast enough.”
(Send STRANGE questions to brothers
Bill and Rich at sbtcolumn@gmail.com)

Please tell our advertisers that you
saw their ads in The Bulletin.
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How to prepare beans to get rid of gases, keep vitamins

By Barbara Quinn

The Monterey County Herald

My goal for today is to clear up
these questions and comments
from readers:
Alana writes: “Thank you for
your article on beans. Question:
Does bringing beans that have
been soaked overnight in water
to a boil before discarding the
water and adding fresh water
for cooking destroy substantial
nutrition? This method seems to
me to decrease gas. But should
I be concerned about the loss of
vitamins or anything else?”
Dear Alana,
According to food and nutrition
experts at North Dakota State
University, the preferred method
to prepare dry beans is the “hot
soak” method which reduces
cooking time. (Less cooking time
means less loss of water soluble
vitamins such as folate). This
method also effectively releases
gas-producing compounds from
beans into the soaking water
which we are wise to discard.
Here’s the hot soak method:
Place beans in a large pot and

add 5 cups of water for every 1 cup
of beans. Heat to boiling and boil
for 2 to 3 minutes. Remove from
heat, cover and let stand for 4 to
24 hours. Drain beans and discard
soak water. Rinse with fresh cool
water. Then add fresh water to cook.
From Terence in Washington:
“Your advice about whole grains
prompted me to do a little research
at the grocery which suggests that

Quinn on nutrition
the advice may be nearly irrelevant.
This is because of the way the food
industry manipulates nutritional
information labels, sometimes
making them meaningless. It isn’t
clear to the consumer whether they
are reporting total fiber or soluble
fiber.”
Terence then notes the content
of dietary fiber he found on several
types of bread: 1 gram in white
bread, 1.5 to 2 grams in two brands
of 100 percent whole wheat and 3 to
5 grams in two brands of multigrain
whole grain breads.
More research prompted this
reader to conclude that “almost all

beans are a better source of fiber
than bread. And whole grain or
whole wheat does not assure
higher fiber content.”
Dear Terence,
You are correct that beans
are generally a better source of
dietary fiber than bread. And that
whole grain products have varying amounts of fiber. (Remember
that whole grains contribute many
more nutritional benefits than just
fiber content.)
Part of the confusion about
fiber on the food label may be
that dietary fiber is still not welldefined. The USDA Food and
Drug Administration currently
includes soluble and insoluble
carbohydrates in its definition of
dietary fiber. But food manufacturers are not required to list both
types on the Nutrition Facts label
unless they make a health statement about either of these types.
FYI, a revised version of the
Nutrition Facts label will begin
appearing on products later this
year. Stay tuned...
Email to barbara@quinnessenti
alnutrition.com.)

Brazoria County Historical Museum
upcoming program schedule

Author Meet & Greet
Feb. 8, 6:30 p.m.
Author, Mary Scheer, examines the role Emily Austin, Susanna Dickinson
and Emily Morgan West played in the Texas Revolution, in addition to those
who fled during the Runaway Scrape as well as the issues facing Native
American, Black, and Hispanic Women of the time.
If Objects Could Talk: Women’s Lives at the Turn of the Century
Feb. 22, 6:30 p.m.
As part of our “If Objects Could Talk” series, we delve back into the
Museum’s vault to uncover the life of women at the turn of the century.
Cowboy Up!
March 10, 10 a.m. -12 p.m.
Become a cowboy for a day as you learn to rope cattle, enjoy cowboy
storytelling, sample chuck-wagon cooking, play games and much more!
Author Meet & Greet
March 22, 6:30 p.m.
Bruce Glasrud returns to present his latest book, Black Cowboys in the
American West: On the Range, on the Stage, behind the Badge.
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If we’re not ready for an influenza pandemic, what can be done to lower your chances of getting sick?
(Continued from Page 1)

flu spread across the country and
back again. People got up healthy
in the morning and were dead by
nightfall. Those most vulnerable
were between the ages of 20 and
40.
There isn’t even a good estimate
of how many died; it is believed to
be at least 20 million and perhaps
50 million people worldwide, the
most devastating epidemic in
recorded world history, worse than
the Bubonic Plague outbreak from
1347 to 1351 and more than all the
deaths in World War I. In the United
States, one of every four people got

sick.
With all our medical knowledge,
our vaccines and public information campaigns and our gleaming
hospitals, that could not happen
again, I thought.
I was wrong.
My sister has been involved
with disaster preparedness drills
in Ohio in the event of another flu
epidemic; she tells me the state is
not prepared. Apparently, this is true
for every state.
I am writing about this because
when I was a reporter I covered
many hearings in Washington about
the politics of vaccines. It was infuri-

Super Bowl ads make $500M for NBC
By Stephen Battaglio
Los Angeles Times

The troubles facing the NFL over
the past season – such as national
anthem protests, injuries and declining TV ratings – have not deterred
advertising demand for NBC’s Feb.
4 telecast of Super Bowl LII.
Dan Lovinger, executive vice
president, advertising sales for
NBC Sports, said that the network
expects to take in $500 million in
ad revenue on Super Bowl Sunday,
about the same as last year’s event.
The figure, which includes pregame festivities, the contest itself,
postgame, and a special airing of
the hit NBC drama series “This Is
Us,” is roughly equivalent to what
the network takes in from its daily
morning program “Today” over an
entire year.
He said the average price was
“north of $5 million” for a 30-second
unit, in line with the pricing in recent
years. The last time NBC had the
game in 2015, advertisers paid an
average of $4.5 million per spot.
“All we’ve seen is enthusiasm for
the Super Bowl,” Lovinger said. “The
game itself almost transcends the
season.”
The audience level for the Super
Bowl has always towered over the
rest of television, delivering 106
million viewers or more since 2010.
Last year, the New England Patriots’
stunning comeback win over the
Atlanta Falcons had an average
audience of 111.3 million viewers
on Fox, making the game the fifth
most watched TV event of all time,
according to Nielsen.

The game’s massive number
stands out even more as overall
ratings for live TV viewing steadily
declines as more people watch
scripted shows through online and
on-demand platforms.
Live events that draw big numbers have become more valuable
for advertisers who want their
commercials to be seen on the day
they air.
“There just aren’t a lot of places
you can find big ratings in a live
environment so advertisers do
clamor to those types of opportunities,” Lovinger said.
The Super Bowl includes the
added attraction of big-budget and
often star-studded commercials
that people tune in to watch. The
running commentary and sharing of spots on social media have
expanded the reach of the highpriced commercials beyond the
telecast.
Lovinger said that advertiser
demand has also been strong for
NBC’s telecasts of the Winter Olympics in Pyeongchang, South Korea,
from Feb. 9 -25. He projected a
$900 million take in ad revenue,
which he said would be a record for
a Winter Olympics.
Lovinger said the network is
projecting an audience “close” to
the 21.4 million viewers who tuned
in each night to the 2014 Winter
Olympics in Sochi, Russia. But the
viewers watching NBC’s telecasts
on streaming devices will be figured
into advertising deals as well, as the
network has seen rapid growth of
online viewing in recent Olympics.

ating that people were sick and died
because of politics. It was infuriating
how often it happened.
But it’s happening again. We are
not remotely ready for the influenza
pandemic which, scientists insist,
will happen.
Only 40 percent of Americans
get the flu vaccine every year.
And while reports are that this
year’s batch may be only about
10 percent effective, that is better
than nothing. Getting the vaccine is
likely to reduce the severity of your
symptoms if you contract influenza.
But many people allergic to eggs
can’t tolerate the vaccine although
egg-free vaccines are becoming
available. Each year’s vaccines are
a guess on which strains of flu will
strike.
In this world, people don’t always
stay home when they get sick. They

feel guilty if they don’t tough it out
and report for duty. They get on
planes and spread the virus from
one state to another, from one country to another. They don’t cough into
their elbows but send a prism of
deadly droplets all around them.
Worse, hospitals do not have
enough drugs on hand to handle an
all-out epidemic, and getting more
would be difficult if not impossible
on short notice.
Washington has slashed research
budgets, and more cuts are coming.
The government spent only $75
million last year on flu vaccine
research.
Many are worried. Michael
Osterholm, professor and director of the Center for Infectious
Disease Research and Policy at
the University of Minnesota, and
Mark Okshaker, a documentary

film maker who with Osterholm
wrote “Deadliest Enemy: Our War
Against Killer Germs,” sounded a
full-throated alarm in The New York
Times. “We are not prepared,” they
said. “Our current vaccines are
based on 1940s research. Deploying them against a severe global
pandemic would be equivalent to
trying to stop an advancing battle
tank with a single rifle.”
They, too, insist a pandemic is not
a question of “if” but “when.” They
argue for a smallpox-vaccine-like
effort, a “Manhattan Project-scale
effort.”
That’s not likely with a tax cut
adding $1.5 trillion to the national
debt, meaning, by law, less medical
research.
Stay healthy, my friends. Get
plenty of rest, stay hydrated and
keep your fingers crossed.
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The TV was on the blink, and I knew how to fix it, but the adults freaked out and wouldn’t let me
(Continued from Page 1)

It wasn’t a hard fix. There were
vertical and horizontal hold buttons
on the back of the set. The adults
were not really paying attention to
the TV, or me. I looked in the back
of the set and saw the two buttons,
but they could not be turned by
hand. I needed a screwdriver or
something of the sorts to stop the

rolling.
I considered myself pretty handy
when it came to electronics, even
at that age. I used to put together
those christal AM radio kits from
Radio Shack, the ones that worked
on just the signal. No batteries
needed. I think it was able to tune in
one station.
Things were a lot simpler back

then. Televisions, and just about
everything else, are now computerized. Oftentimes fixing a TV is not
even worth it. It’s easier to just throw
it away and buy another one. But
in 1967, when a TV broke, it got
fixed. The new ones were just too
expensive.
When the picture started rolling
up or sideways, we just adjusted
the hold buttons in the back until the
rolling could no longer be stopped.
Then we took the set to the neighborhood repair shop, where they
replaced whatever broke.
When it came to TVs, my skills
as an 11-year-old stopped at the
vertical hold button. I had no desire
to venture past the back cover and
risk getting zapped by one of those
high-voltage capacitors.
So, when the picture on this
particular set kept rolling, I began
searching for a screwdriver, but
couldn’t find one.
What’s the next best thing? A
knife, of course. Its tip would do the
trick. So, I went to the kitchen and
got a small knife from one of the
drawers. The adults were absorbed
in their conversation.
I took the knife into the living
room and headed toward the set.
Then I rolled the rickety old black

DID YOU KNOW
ABOUT TV?
• Electronic television was first
successfully demonstrated in San
Francisco on Sept. 7, 1927. The
system was designed by Philo
Taylor Farnsworth, a 21-year-old
inventor who had lived in a house
without electricity until he was 14.
• First television advertisements
aired. The first official, paid television advertisement was broadcast
in the United States on July 1, 1941
over New York station WNBT (now
WNBC) before a baseball game
between the Brooklyn Dodgers and
Philadelphia Phillies.
• In March 1954, Westinghouse
offered color TV for sale. Cost:
$1,295. On March 25, 1954, mass
production started of first RCA Victor
color sets, model CT-100. Cost:
$1,000.
• Television’s first prime time
network color series was “The Marriage,” a situation comedy broadcast
live by NBC in the summer of 1954.

and white TV away from the wall,
and proceeded to insert the knife’s
tip into the vertical hold button.
Just when I was about to turn it to
make the picture stay in one place,
I heard ear-shattering screams
from the kitchen, and the two adult
women were running towards me.
The knife fell on the ground, and I
was pulled away from the set.
I guess it looked pretty bad - a
kid sticking a knife in the back of a
television set. I can see now why
they freaked out, but at the particular moment it didn’t quite register.
They were really mad at me, and

probably had visions that I would be
fried to a crisp on the spot had they
not acted quickly.
I was so close, yet so far - and
completely misunderstood.
I never got to adjust the picture
on that TV. As a matter of fact, for
some reason we never went back to
visit that friend. We did run into each
other years later and exchanged
pleasantries.
She was probably thinking: “I
wonder how he made this far without being fried by a TV set?”
I was thinking: “I wonder if her
television picture is still rolling?”

My Answer by Billy Graham

God listens to prayers because He loves us
Q: I pray fairly often, and it
does give me a feeling of peace,
but how do I know God is really
listening? Sometimes I feel confident that He is, but other times
I’m not so sure. -Mrs. T.K.
A: One reason we know God is
listening to our prayers is because
He has promised to do so - and
God cannot lie! The Bible says,
“This is the confidence we have in
approaching God: that if we ask
anything according to his will, he
hears us” (1 John 5:14).
And God isn’t just half-listening
to us (as we do sometimes when
someone is talking to us). He gives
us His full attention because He
loves us, and is concerned about
everything that concerns us.
After all, if He didn’t love us or
care what happens to us, what
reason would we have to pray? But

He does love us, and because of
this, He has given us the privilege
of coming to Him in prayer. We can
know God loves us because He
sent His Son, Jesus Christ, into the
world to give His life for our salvation. Have you committed your life
to Him?
But prayer isn’t only a privilege;
it’s also a necessity! If Jesus
needed to spend time in prayer,
don’t we also? When we fail to
pray, we’re actually telling God that
we don’t really need Him. In other
words, we’re saying that we can
run our lives quite well without Him.
But it isn’t true.
We need God every moment
of the day, and through prayer we
declare our dependence on Him.
Praise God in your prayers... thank
Him for His blessings... seek His
will for your life... pray for others.
The Bible says, “pray continually”
(1 Thessalonians 5:17).
Tribune Media Services
(Send your queries to “My Answer,” c/
o Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway,
Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877)
2-GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)
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SIDELINE CHATTER
By Dwight Perry

The Seattle Times (TNS)

He can calculate opposing
quarterbacks’ launch angles
Who says coaching football isn’t
rocket science?
Patriots defensive coordinator Matt Patricia boasts a degree
in aeronautical engineering from
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
They’ll drink to that
Green Bay, sporting 138 bars,
has been proclaimed the nation’s
drunkest city by 24/7 Wall Street.
So was that before or after Aaron
Rodgers broke his collarbone?
Dog days of winter
Boomer, a 14-week-old
Chihuahua/Pomeranian mix, has
been getting rave reviews in workouts for Puppy Bowl XIV on Feb. 4.
In other words, the pup looks
really good on paper.
Fastball? No kidding
Indians hurler Trevor Bauer using a five-step running start and a
three-ounce ball - uncorked a pitch
clocked at 116.9 mph.
So who needs to hear the crack
of the bat when you can have a
sonic boom?
A day to relish
Former big-leaguer Mark Hamburger, pitching for Melbourne,
broke the Australian Baseball
League record with a 16-strikeout

game.
In other words, Hamburger had
extra cheese and mustard that day.
Fistful of dollars
A man in Cocoa, Fla., was
arrested for allegedly punching an
ATM because it gave him too much
money.
Taking no chances, the ATM is
now in the concussion protocol after
complaining of withdrawal symptoms.
Rolled Tide
An Alabama playbook was stolen
from an assistant coach’s backpack
at the team hotel just days before
the Tide’s title-game date against
Georgia.
Fortunately for Bama, it apparently didn’t have the “Seattle” play
in it.
Headlines
• In the New Orleans TimesPicayune: “The Panthers already
have a new owner: the New Orleans
Saints.”
• Jeff Fisher: ‘I’d like to think I
have a lot to do with Titans advancing to divisional round.’”
Talking the talk
• Brad Dickson of the Omaha
(Neb.) World-Herald, on NBC’s
plans for 2,400 hours of Winter
Olympic coverage: “If you don’t
despise mixed-doubles curling at
the beginning, you will by the end.”
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Bell Helicopter unveils plans for air taxis, but when will they be zipping around?
By Bill Hanna

Fort Worth Star-Telegram

FORT WORTH, Tex. _ Imagine
flying from Fort Worth to Frisco in
just a matter of minutes.
If all goes according to plan,
urban air taxis could be zipping
across the Dallas-Fort Worth area
within the next decade.

At the Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas, Bell Helicopter
rolled out its air taxi cabin design.
The mockup will include four seats.
“I want it to be four passengers
like if you jumped into a car, like
if you grabbed a taxi,” said Mitch
Snyder, president and CEO of Bell
Helicopter.

During the Consumer Electronics
Show, attendees were able to take a
simulator ride to get a sense of what
the experience will be like.
In April, Uber announced it was
working with manufacturers, including Bell, to provide on-demand air
transportation. Uber said Dallas-Fort
Worth would be a test market, with

plans to launch a network by 2020.
Snyder said it will likely take a
little longer.
“I would like to have our concept
vehicle flying in the early ‘20s, but I
think it’s more like the mid-’20s by
the time we have a certified aircraft
that’s flying,” Snyder said. “That’s
kind of our timeline.”
Uber develops vertiports
Hillwood Properties, the developer of AllianceTexas, is also a
partner with Uber to develop vertical skyports, called vertiports, with
plans to develop two to five ports
within the year.
The first vertiports will be located
at Dallas/Fort Worth Airport and
in Frisco, Hillwood said last year.

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
Other vertiports could eventually
be built at Victory Park in Dallas,
near AT&T Stadium and Globe Life
Park in Arlington, and at the old
Tandy heliport on the Trinity River
in downtown Fort Worth.
While there is momentum to get
an urban air taxi into the air, Snyder
said Bell won’t skimp on safety.
“We want people to walk up to
this and to feel safe getting into it,”
Snyder said. “It’s designed initially
to have a pilot, called a mission
manager. Eventually, we’ll move
towards full autonomy.”
With the number of drones and
other aircraft expected to multiply, Scott Drennan, Bell’s director of innovation, said there are
numerous air space challenges to
overcome.

A mockup of Bell Helicopter’s urban air taxi cabin that will be on display
at the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas. (Bell Helicopter/TNS)
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Moody Gardens cares for ‘cold-stunned’ green sea turtles
Nearly 200 Green Sea Turtles
were released off North Padre
Island recently after spending nearly
a week on Galveston Island, where
they were cared for after being
stranded on the Gulf Coast due to
being cold-stunned.
More than 90 of those turtles
were housed and cared for at
Moody Gardens following a dramatic drop in temperatures that left
the turtles stranded in East Matagorda Bay, about 100 miles southwest
of Galveston.
In all, nearly 300 Green Sea
Turtles were rescued along a fivemile stretch of the bay. Roughly
75 were released at North Padre
Island, with another 185 released
later. Some turtles remained at the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s (NOAA) National
Marine Fisheries Lab on Galveston
Island until they were well enough to

be released back into the wild.
“These Green Sea Turtles naturally feed on sea grasses so they
were in those shallow bay water
environments when the temperatures dropped dramatically,” said
Greg Whittaker, Moody Gardens
animal husbandry manager. “It is
unprecedented to see this many
cold-stunned turtles on the Gulf
Coast.”
Green Sea Turtles, which can be
found along the entire Texas coastline, may become cold-stunned
when water temperatures drop to 50
degrees.
When that happens, the turtle’s
metabolism begins to shut down
and they respond by expanding their
lungs and floating to the top of the
water. Doing so can further expose
them as they let colder air into their
lungs. Unable to swim, many are
pushed up to the shoreline.

Ninety-five rescued turtles were
held inside the Moody Gardens
animal holding area range in size
from 6 to 70 pounds and are 18
months to 9-10 years old.
Moody Gardens helped care for
the turtles in support of NOAA’s
rescue mission. Officials chose
North Padre Island, just south
of Corpus Christi, as the release
site so that the turtles would enter
warmer waters.
“We will continue to work with
NOAA to be a possible holding
place to provide some long-range
rehab if needed,” Whittaker said.
After the rescue, each turtle
was triaged to separate the ones
who were healthy from those who
needed further care. They were
measured, weighed and checked for
any abnormalities and wounds. Any
that had wounds were put into the
sick bay at NOAA.

Neither snow nor rain stays this courier from wearing shorts

Mel Peterson delivers mail along his route on Park Ave. in Minneapolis. “I’m comfortable as long as I keep
moving,” he said. “At work, it must be really cold out there if Mel’s wearing pants.” (Jeff Wheeler/Minneapolis
Star Tribune/TNS)
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These Green Sea turtles were being cared for at Moody Gardens.
Hundreds washed on shore in East Matagorda Bay after the hard freeze
that hit our area “stunned” them. Ninety five ended up at Moody gardens
and were transported to North Padre Island for release.
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MSM created catch phrases are not as important as facts Treating pet eye disease and injury
(Continued from Page 1)

sizes, “The Tribune newsroom
devotes a lot of time, expense and
energy to breaking news, protecting
your interests, serving as a check
on government power.”
Whereas “truth” in reporting
was once taken for granted in the
nation’s newsrooms, the era of Fake
News seems to have compelled
news organizations to remind us
that truth isn’t always guaranteed.
When A.G. Sulzberger took over
this month as publisher of The New
York Times, he wrote: “Our founders
understood that the free exchange
of ideas and the ability to hold
power to account were prerequisites
for a successful democracy. But
a dangerous confluence of forces
is threatening the press’s central
role in helping people understand
and engage with the world around
them.”

Noting that, “misinformation
is rising and trust in the media is
declining,” Sulzberger pledged
diligence, adding: “we believe truth
should be pursued wherever it
leads.”
It’s unfortunate that the nation’s
largest news organizations along
with many of their smaller regional
counterparts see the need to crusade on behalf of journalism’s basic
tenets. Moreover, an increasing
number of papers are now appealing to potential subscribers much
as charities do: asking that they
contribute to allow important work to
continue.
Not satisfied with simply “Democracy Dies in Darkness,” the Washington Post now uses the tag line:
“Real journalism matters.” Is that the
marketing antidote to “fake news”?
Perhaps.
CNN urges “Facts First.” CBS

promotes its “Real News.” The New
York Times reminds us, “The Truth
is More Important Than Ever.”
We have news organizations
coining slogans to defend against
relentless attacks by a president
who says journalists “have so-called
sources that, in my opinion, don’t
exist.” He adds, “They just make it
up. It is so dishonest. It is so fake.”
Ninety-five years before the
Washington Post coined its slogan
about “darkness,” the Scripps newspaper company began using as its
motto: “Give light and the people will
find their own way.”
We need more than slogans to
find our way in these challenging
times. I don’t want media to appear
so defensive that it gives ammunition to critics who would insist there
is something to be defensive about.
Catch phrases are the stuff of
Madison Avenue and, currently,
Pennsylvania Avenue. All Main
Street needs are facts.
A List Of Peter Funt’s Upcoming
Live Appearances Is Available At
Www.candidcamera.com.
Peter Funt Is A Writer And
Speaker. His Book, “Cautiously Optimistic,” Is Available At Amazon.com
And
Candidcamera.com.©2017
Peter Funt. Columns Distributed
Exclusively By Cagle Cartoons, Inc.,
Newspaper Syndicate.

COLLEGE STATION – The
thought of removing a pet’s eye can
be scary, but in some cases, eye
removal is necessary to improve the
pet’s quality of life. Dr. Lucien Vallone, a clinical assistant professor in
the Texas A&M University College
of Veterinary Medicine & Biomedical Sciences, explained how eye
removal can be beneficial.
“Veterinarians and veterinary
ophthalmologists perform an eye
removal when an eye has become
both painful and blinded
by a disease that is
unresponsive to medical
therapy,” Vallone said. “The most
common cause of this in dogs
and cats is from a disease called
glaucoma, which creates high pressure in the eye. Eye removal is also
performed when an aggressive or
malignant tumor invades the eye or
nearby structures.”
Having just one or no eyes may
seem unpleasant, but most pets that
have had one or both eyes removed
experience a dramatic increase in
their quality of life.
“Most animals are experiencing
chronic pain prior to eye removal, so
most will respond postoperatively by
displaying more energy and playfulness,” Vallone said. “Every animal
is different, but most dogs and cats

who have had one eye removed are
behaviorally indistinguishable from
their two-eyed peers.”
Following a surgery to remove an
eye, pet owners can expect to see
some bruising and swelling over the
surgical site for three to five days,
Vallone said.
Additionally, the pet may have
some pain following surgery, which
should subside within two to three
days. Pets that have had one or
both eyes removed will appear as
if they are squinting
or winking. The skin
is closed permanently
over the area in which the eye was
removed, and fur typically grows
back over the area within three to
four weeks after surgery, Vallone
said.
In cases where eye removal is
necessary, removing a pet’s eye can
be beneficial and even lifesaving.
Even when a pet is missing one
or both eyes, they can still live a
normal, happy life.
Pet Talk is a service of the
College of Veterinary Medicine &
Biomedical Sciences, Texas A&M
University. Stories can be viewed
on the web at vetmed.tamu.edu/
pet-talk. Suggestions for future
topics may be directed to
editor@cvm.tamu.edu.

Pet Talk
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Funny corrections

What were they
thinking?

Well, not tasty, but
we admit that we
have never tried
it. Maybe with a
little salt, perhaps,
depending on the
condition. It is real,
we won’t argue that.

Parents turn to Craigslist to help locate lost car

One New York family was left in a bit of a spot when their son forgot where
he parked his car following a Metallica concert, according to Mashable.
Luckily, they had a few clues to go on — they just needed some local help
and turned to Craigslist.
Luckily, Toronto is home to amateur sleuth and escape room enthusiast
Madison Riddolls, who went hunting for the car after she saw the Craigslist
post. She found it early the next morning.
So, all’s well that ends well for the internet’s new favorite “doofy son.”
And score one for Craigslist — looks like it’s good for something other than
buying “like new” IKEA furniture.

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

DOWN
1 Transportation network app
2 Ancient sorcerer
3 *With “The,” 1968 parody of dishonest Broadway financiers
4 Caprice
5 Email suffix
6 “Awesome!”
7 Paternity suit evidence, briefly
8 Longings
9 Cask outlets
10 Alaskan native
11 Allots, with “out”
12 Authority
14 Shakespearean nickname
18 TV princess played by Lucy
Lawless
20 PC “oops” key
23 *With 25-Down, 1974 Western
parody
24 Dental coverage, e.g.
25 See 23-Down
27 Address to a lady
28 Buffalo’s county and lake
30 Washed-out
33 Alert
35 Born 6/28/1926, director of the
answers to starred clues
36 Golden rule word
37 Saturn and Mars
40 Like a fork in the road
43 With keen perception
47 Welcoming store window sign
49 Hockey great Bobby
50 Pine secretion
51 Island in “Jaws”
52 Strikeout king Ryan
56 Put in a hold
57 Transgressions
58 Mile or minute
59 Weather Channel stat
61 Juilliard deg.
62 Inaccurate
63 Boxer fixer

(c)2018 TRIBUNE CONTENT AGENCY, INC.

Complete the grid so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solutions

BOGGLE ANSWERS

21 Smooth transitions
22 Laptop port letters
23 Air gun shot
26 “Wrong!”
27 Muslim holy city
29 Go for eagerly, as a chance
31 “All bets __ off”
32 Tanzania neighbor
34 Self-satisfied
38 Broadcast
39 As if in shock
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LILY IRIS ROSE TULIP LILAC PANSY ORHID AZALEA

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week

ACROSS
1 Official on a baseline
4 “Cheers” mixologist
9 Warehouse club with 652 locations
13 “Cheers” location
14 Place for a queen
15 Request
16 Alter __
17 *1977 Hitchcock parody
19 Turn in for cash

www.mybulletinnewspaper.com
41 Ambient music pioneer Brian
42 Suburb of Phoenix
44 Remington 700s, e.g.
45 British “Inc.”
46 Journalist Chung
48 Boxcar stowaways
50 Amassed, as debts
53 Fast sports cars
54 Incoming flight info: Abbr.
55 Hams it up
57 Green Giant’s “Little Green”
buddy
60 *1976 parody of pre-talkies
64 Tip jar bill
65 Slanted type: Abbr.
66 Insult
67 Kipling’s young spy
68 The Big Apple, in addresses
69 Rides the breeze
70 Gas additive brand
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MR. MORRIS

By Rick Brooks

CHARMY’S ARMY

By Davey Jones

BROOM HILDA

By Russel Myers

ANIMAL CRACKERS

By Fred Wagner

Scramble solutions: use a mirror to check your answers

DID YOU KNOW?

• Volkswagen owns Bentley,
Bugatti, Lamborghini, Audi, Ducati
and Porsche.
• In Russia, if you step on somebody’s foot accidentally, you are
expected to put your foot out so they
can equally step on yours.
• Although you can sink waist-deep
into quicksand, it is impossible for you
to be submerged completely.
• A plaster Buddhist statue was

once dropped when it was being
moved to another location and it
revealed another Buddha statue
inside made of solid gold.
• There are only 40 Lego Master
Builders in the world that are paid by
Lego to build sculptures.
• Sonic the Hedgehog was initially
supposed to have a human girlfriend.
• A group of feral cats is called a
“destruction.”

THE MIDDLETONS

By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers
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Bulletin Horoscope
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your desires for smooth
running relationships are ignited in the week ahead. Much
can be accomplished when paired up with a pleasant
companion. A plan of action will unfold effortlessly if put
into action mid-week.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You can sparkle and
shine like a crystal chandelier in the week ahead. Your
energy levels may be high making this a good time to try
something entirely new.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Your head may
be filled with new ideas and fresh insights that you feel
compelled to discuss. Your bubbling enthusiasms may be
somewhat confusing to loved ones in the beginning of the
week.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You may be ready to
embrace change at the drop of a hat, but it may aggravate
a situation. Success is more likely if you wait until midweek to break away from old traditions or to make firm
resolutions.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Making changes too
soon could cause aggravation and prove challenging. You
may act due to a sense of urgency, but set off a difficult
chain of events. Wait until mid-week to put your ideas into
motion.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): This week you may be
full of vim and vigor. You have a lot of energy at your
fingertips and will brighten up everyone’s day with your
enthusiasm. Since you are such a live wire, you should
network and visit friends.

History of the World
Jan. 22: ON THIS DATE in
1968, the comedy show “Rowan
& Martin’s Laugh-In” premiered
on NBC-TV. In 1973, the U.S.
Supreme Court handed down its
Roe vs. Wade decision, which
legalized abortion using a trimester
approach.
Jan. 23: ON THIS DATE in
1849, English-born Elizabeth
Blackwell became the first woman
in America to receive a doctorate in medicine, from the Medical
Institution of Geneva, N.Y. In 1973,
President Nixon announced an
accord to end the Vietnam War.
Jan. 24: ON THIS DATE in
1848, sawmill builder James Wilson
Marshall’s find of gold in a branch

of the Sacramento River near
Coloma, Calif., set off the California
Gold Rush. In 1965, Sir Winston
Churchill died at age 90.
Jan. 25: ON THIS DATE in 1533,
King Henry VIII of England and
Anne Boleyn were married. She
was the second of his six wives and
the mother of Queen Elizabeth I. In
1971, Charles Manson and three
female followers were found guilty
of murder and conspiracy in the
1969 slayings of seven people.
Jan. 26: ON THIS DATE in
1907, Congress outlawed direct
contributions to political campaigns
from corporations. In 1962, the
dance craze known as the Twist
was banned in Catholic schools.

DID YOU KNOW?
• Children in Wisconsin are legally allowed to drink at any age, even in
public, as long as their parents and the bar allow it.
• Levi Strauss never wore his own jeans.
• The most common name given to a pet goldfish is ‘Jaws.’
• Twilight was rejected 14 times before being published.
• Donkey Kong was actually Mario’s pet who he had mistreated.

By Mark Andrews

Tribune Content Agency

Jan. 27: ON THIS DATE in
1880, Thomas Edison patented the
electric incandescent lamp. In 1913,
Jim Thorpe was stripped of his
1912 Olympic gold medals because
he had briefly played professional
baseball. The medals were restored
posthumously nearly 60 years later.
Jan. 28: ON THIS DATE in
1956, Elvis Presley made his first
national television appearance on
“The Dorsey Brothers Show.” In
1986, space shuttle Challenger
blew up 73 seconds after liftoff from
Kennedy Space Center, killing all
seven crewmembers.
Answer to last week’s
question: This week in 1967,
astronauts Virgil “Gus” Grissom,
Ed White and Roger Chafee were
killed in a flash fire during a test
aboard the Apollo 1 space capsule
as it sat on the launch pad at Cape
Kennedy, Fla.
This week’s question: What
was the name of the United States’
first space satellite, which was
launched into orbit in 1958?

Jumble Answers
Jumbles: DROLL ABIDE LAGOON FATHOM
Answer: The fleet of giant octopusses was an -- ARMADA

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Having a few adventures may be good for you. The urge to start something
new may be rolling around in the back of your mind.
You may be spurred on by friends to test out unique
activities as this week unfolds.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You may find that those
in close connection are enthusiastic and agreeable.
Some messages may be somewhat confusing. Being
in harmony with others might be the most important
motivating force in your week ahead.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Keep an inspirational
inner dialog going to boost your spirits in the workplace.
You may have some wonderful ideas even if you won’t
be in a situation in which to promote them.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): You will be most successful by exercising your physicality in some way in
the upcoming week. If you feel a bit under the weather,
don’t sit around but grab that tennis racket, or go for a
walk, to dispel the clouds.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Stress relief is on its way.
Once situations that are up in the air settle down, you
will be able to enjoy a serene social life. In the week
ahead, focus on making new friends and spoiling yourself with some pretty things.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You may feel compelled
to spend some money on technologically advanced
wares, or the latest gadget, in the week ahead. Since
you might be somewhat impulsive it is best to read the
instructions and fine print carefully.
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